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I. MOTIVATION

I
NTERACTIVE narrative and similar AI-intensive applications require characters to perform a wide range of actions and gestures at runtime, the details of which may be difficult to anticipate at authoring time. In the game industry, character animation is usually based on motion-capture or hand-authored key framing. Animation clips are selected and blended based on the behavior desired for the character and the geometric configuration in the character's immediate vicinity. Motion capture, in particular, can produce very realistic motion, but at very high cost. Sitting in a chair can require different animation clips depending on the type of chair, its height, and the character's height. Although some of this may be automated [1] - [4] , generating large libraries of character animations is still labor-intensive, making it expensive for the game industry and prohibitive for universities, independent developers, and solo artists.
II. MOTION SYNTHESIS
The natural alternative would be to compute motions algorithmically from first principles given some specification of the desired character behavior. These are sometimes divided into procedural animation systems, in which the animation algorithm is able to specify joint angles directly; dynamic simulation systems, in which the output of the algorithm are forces or torques that control a separate physical simulation of the body; and data-driven systems, in which motion-capture data is adapted to novel motions. Some of the earliest motion synthesis systems addressed animal behavior. Reynolds [5] described a system for computing the group behavior of flocking birds. Sims [6] used genetic algorithms to evolve bodies and locomotion controllers for synthetic agents. Tu and Terzopolis [7] implemented a dynamic simulation system that controlled a swimming fish that responded to environmental cues.
Many motion synthesis systems structure character control in terms of discrete behaviors that can be triggered by specific environmental or endogenous stimuli; such systems are sometimes referred to as behavioral animation. A number of architectures and frameworks have been proposed for controlling behavioral animation systems. Devilliers et al. developed a programming environment for developing animation behaviors based on hierarchical, parallel state machines [8] . Blumberg and Galyean [9] described a general behavior-based architecture for controlling character bodies and negotiating which behaviors have access to which bodily degrees of freedom. Regelous' massive system [10] , used for large scale crow simulation in film and television, allows animators to specify character behavior using fuzzy logic. Shao and Terzopolous [11] animated a large collection of autonomous pedestrians navigating independently in a complex urban environment.
A great deal of work has focused on animating behaviors using dynamic simulation. Hodgins et al. [12] , [13] demonstrated control of humanoids in athletic activities such as running, bicycling, and gymnastics. Faloutsos et al. [14] implemented a "virtual stuntman" capable of walks, runs, rolls, etc. Gain tuning can be a difficult problem for dynamic controllers, since one has to contend not only with possible instabilities in the controller itself, but also in the solver for the physics system. These problems can be mitigated by using machine-learning techniques to derive controllers automatically from motion capture data [15] , or by trying to provide better tools for controller construction [14] , [16] .
Data-driven animation systems seek to generalize motion capture clips to different, but similar motions, either by combining motion capture data with dynamic control [17] - [19] , using motion capture data to train controllers for dynamic simulation [15] , or by constructing complex trajectories by selecting elements from a large database of small motion clips [3] , [20] , [21] .
There has been a great deal of specific work on animating bipedal motion [22] . Common approaches include kinematic solutions that compute joint angles without consideration of dynamics [23] , [24] , dynamic simulation approaches [14] , [25] - [28] , and hybrid approaches [29] . There has also been a great deal of specific work on gesture. Cassell et al. [30] describe a system for planning, timing, and synchronization of gestures with speech, and Kopp and Wachsmuth describe techniques for motor control of gesture strokes that match human gesture production [31] .
There has been a significant amount of work on modulating the style or expressiveness of motions. Rose et al. [32] implemented a data-driven approach that interpolated different versions of a motion-captured action. Neff and Fiume have used concepts from acting and choreographic theory to adjust body shape [33] and motion shape and timing [34] , and Brand and Hertzmann [35] and Liu et al. [36] describe techniques for learning styles of behaviors from motion-captured examples.
Finally, there are what might be described as general-purpose motion synthesis systems. Goldberg and Perlin's Improv procedural animation system [37] provides a number of scriptable behaviors for use in interactive narrative and other entertainment applications. Badler et al.'s Jack system [38] - [40] performs low-level control of humanoid bodies using a combination of parallel state machines and constrained inverse kinematics, and then provides a higher level control interface based on natural language and AI planning techniques. Although not a procedural animation system per se, SmartBody [41] provides a set of scheduling and synchronization mechanisms for blending and controlling animations, including procedurally generated ones. Shapiro et al. [16] describe a system for composing and sequencing of keyframes and dynamic controllers that can be scripted in Python. And Natural Motion's Euphoria system [42] provides a set of dynamic simulation controllers suitable for use with game physics engines. Although the exact capabilities of Euphoria have not been published, the Eurphoria:core system is available as part of a prepackaged end-user application called Endorphin [43] , which supports nine arm behaviors ranging from "hands reach and look at" to "hands protecting groin," three leg behaviors, and 14 whole-body behaviors, such as "catch fall" and "writhe in mid-air."
Despite this extensive work, versatile, extensible systems for motion synthesis that support complex physical interactions between character and the environment are still largely unavailable. As a result, most interactive narrative systems are still built using commercial game engines such as those of HalfLife 2 [44] or Unreal Tournament 3 [45] , Mateas and Stern's Façade being a notable exception [46] . Because these game engines are not designed for interactive narrative applications, they often require authors either to develop extensive animation assets or limit themselves to the behavioral repertoire of typical first-person shooter characters.
III. TWIG
Twig is a fast, AI-friendly procedural animation system that supports easy authoring of new behaviors. It provides a simplified dynamic simulation that is designed to be easy to control. It also uses a different style of control, one in which characters are controlled by directly applying external forces to points of interest, while allowing the dynamic simulation to adjust the positions of uncontrolled joints accordingly. The resulting style of control is more like puppetry than balancing a biped, and provides the simplicity and stability of kinematic control while still allowing bodies to have dynamics and to interact with objects in realistic ways.
The system is structured in four layers (Fig. 1) . A minimalist physics simulation based on particle dynamics and constraint satisfaction provides the back-end to all motion control. A basic motion-control system implements functions such as limb control, posture, and walking by controlling individual particles in the physics engine. A behavior-based system, similar to those used in robotics [47] and virtual creature systems [48] , then drives the low-level motion controllers. Finally, these higher level behaviors are driven by a simple attention and appraisal system. Characters can be run either autonomously, controlled by a separate system using a remote procedure call (RPC) interface, or scripted directly.
Twig shows that surprisingly simple techniques can generate believable motion and interaction. Much of the focus of this paper will be on ways in which Twig is able to cheat to avoid doing complicated modeling or control, while still maintaining believability.
Twig is built on the Microsoft XNA platform [49] and is very efficient, running easily at 60 Hz on a single core of a low-end machine. It is free, open-source software distributed under the Lesser Gnu Public License (LGPL) [50] .
IV. LIMITATIONS
Twig is intended as a research tool. Its current repertoire of character behaviors still falls well short of what real actors can do. 1 However, it demonstrates that its approach to simulation and control is effective for the class of applications for which it is designed. Further behaviors can be easily added.
Twig is designed for versatility and "believability" in the technical sense [51] , rather than physical realism. 2 While the character motions it generates are surprisingly lifelike, modifying it for true physical realism would require major changes.
V. GEOMETRIC AND KINEMATIC MODELING
Twig objects are represented internally as a set of point particles called nodes, together with a set of collision volumes attached to the nodes. Collision volumes may be capsules (rounded cylinders), spheres, or boxes. Nodes are the only containers of kinematic and dynamic state in the system, so positions and orientations of objects and their collision volumes are determined entirely by the positions of their associated nodes. Meshes for rendering are stored separately, with mesh transforms being computed from node positions at render time.
Most Twig objects are composed of a set of nodes connected by rigid rods called links (see Fig. 3 ). Links function both as collision volumes and as kinematic constraints that force the nodes they connect to be a specific distance from one another. 1 As of this writing, the repertoire is limited to navigation (walking/running), sitting/standing, gesturing, reaching for, holding and dropping objects, writing with/on objects, fighting, hugging, and withdrawal from pain. 2 We use the term "believable" in the technical sense used by the animation and believable agents communities. A character is believable if it appears sufficiently lifelike to an audience that they are willing to suspend disbelief and relate to it as a living creature. Most cartoon characters are designed more for believability than literal physical realism. Links can be joined in kinematic chains by sharing nodes. The shared node then acts as a spherical joint (i.e., it can bend in any direction).
In the schoolyard scene shown in Fig. 2 , the characters are modeled as 13 links (two each for the spine and each arm and leg, and one each for the head, shoulders, and pelvis), connecting 16 nodes. The ball is represented as a single node. The merry-go-round, which is functional, is modeled as 18 nodes and 41 links; 25 of the links are visible and have collision volumes (the bars), and the rest are invisible links used only to hold the structure rigid.
VI. DYNAMICS SIMULATION
Twig uses a mass-aggregate physics system based on Jakobsen's work on the Hitman engine [52] , [53] . Objects are modeled as point masses (the nodes) connected by massless rods (the links), and motions are computed using Verlet integration [54] . The AGEIA (now part of NVIDIA, Santa Clara, CA) PhysX engine [55] also uses a related "position-based" approach to build a much more general dynamics engine. However, the simpler system discussed here is sufficient for our purposes. Although Twig does not advance the state of dynamic simulation, we present the dynamic simulation here in some detail both to provide background for the discussions of control in Sections VII and VIII, and also to make clear the interaction between the design decisions in the physics system and the structure and stability of the control system.
In Verlet integration, the dynamic state of a particle is represented in terms of its position in the current frame and previous frame, rather than its position and velocity. Given a fixed interframe interval , we can describe the position of a node at time in terms of its position in the previous frames as (1) where is the node's instantaneous velocity and is its acceleration at time . If we want to model viscous damping, this can be done by modifying the relative weighting of the position in the two frames (2) where is the damping factor.
Nodes can be damped relative to the environment frame (modeling air friction) and/or relative to another node in the object (a crude model of the biomechanical damping of muscles and tendons). Friction is similarly modeled by increasing environment-frame damping when a node is in contact with a supporting surface. Nodes can also be locked in place to model large static friction forces.
The Verlet scheme has a number of advantages. First, the complete kinematic and dynamic state of an object is contained in the positions of its nodes, together with their stored positions from the previous frame. The lack of explicit representation of momentum, angular momentum, or even orientation significantly simplifies dynamics calculations at the cost of having to explicitly compute orientation, etc., in those few cases where they are needed. Another advantage is that the behavior system can control characters and their nodes entirely in Cartesian space, without having to deal with joint angles or nested coordinate frames. Finally, it allows constraint satisfaction to be implemented by moving nodes directly rather than by using penalty methods, which oscillate, or a true constrained dynamics solver, which is much more expensive.
A. Kinematic Constraints
Kinematic constraints (joint limits, rigid distance constraints, etc.) are implemented by projection, i.e., by moving a node that violates a constraint to a nearby position that does not violate it. To locally enforce the distance constraints imposed by a link, we measure the actual distance between its endpoint nodes and compare it to the desired distance . If the nodes are not the desired distance apart, we move each node half the difference between the desired and actual distances, weighted by their respective masses and (3) where is the offset between the nodes. Constraint satisfaction is also used to enforce joint limits. For example, the knee is a revolute joint (a hinge). However, the simulation implements spherical (ball) joints. To prevent the knee from bending sideways, it is necessary to bring it into alignment by constraining it to lie in the plane formed by the hip, foot, and forward direction of the pelvis. The normal to this plane is given by (4) where and are the positions of the root and end nodes (hip and foot) of the leg, respectively, and is the forward direction of the pelvis. If the knee is in alignment, then the positions of the foot and knee will project equally along this axis, so , where is the position of the leg joint (knee). The error in the knee's position is therefore (5) The constraint is then enforced by shifting the foot position by and the knee position by . Adjusting node positions to enforce one constraint has the potential to violate other constraints. This could be solved using a relaxation algorithm that repeatedly resatisfied constraints, but in practice one pass is sufficient to satisfy a human viewer.
Projection is computationally efficient, but does not conserve energy or even momentum in all cases. However, in practice, it generates motions that look real enough. Again, the goal is believability, not numerical accuracy.
B. Constraint Satisfaction in Kinematic Chains
As mentioned above, constraint satisfaction provides a mechanism for handling kinematic chains and provides a kind of simplified inverse kinematics, allowing control systems to apply forces to endpoints of kinematic chains, or even to directly position them, without having to explicitly drive the rest of the chain. If a character's hand is moved to a new location, its link to the Fig. 4 . A character drags another character, who in turn drags another object (a clipboard), while a third character approaches. Grasping is implemented by linking nodes of adjacent objects, in this case the hand of the dragger with the shoulder of the draggee, and the hand of the draggee to the corner of the clipboard. The constraint satisfaction system has the effect of transmitting postural forces in the dragger's torso along the ad hoc kinematic chain through the shoulders and arms of both characters, and into the clipboard, effectively dragging object and character.
elbow will drag the elbow node along with it, and that may, in turn, drag the shoulder, or even the whole rest of the character.
Grasping is implemented by creating temporary zero-length links between the hand node of a character and one of the nodes of the object being grasped. If the character moves their arm, it will then drag the object along with it. However, it is often easier to implement object manipulation by allowing the object to drag the character rather than the other way around (see Section VIII). Fig. 4 shows an example in which one character drags another entire character who, in turn, drags another object.
C. Collision Handling
The system treats collisions as a special case of constraint satisfaction. It tests the collision volumes of objects against one another and moves their nodes to separate them when they interpenetrate.
We will discuss the link/link collision case, since most collision volumes in Twig are attached to links. Other cases are handled analogously. Let the endpoints of one link be nodes and , and the endpoints of the other be nodes and , with positions , etc. Since links are modeled as cylindrical collision volumes, this can be reduced to testing the distance between the line segments and . If the distance between them is less than the sum of the radii of the two cylinders, then they interpenetrate and need to be separated. To be physically accurate, we should determine the precise points of contact on the two cylinders, compute the relevant torques and moments of inertia, and update the positions of the endpoints accordingly. However, in practice, the links are almost always chained with other links that constrain their allowable motion. Since these interlink constraints dominate the dynamics of the collision, we can obtain realistic looking collisions by translating the colliding cylinders apart, ignoring torques, and allowing the interlink constraints to twist the cylinders appropriately.
To test interpenetration, let be the contact normal along which the cylinders intersect. The distance between the spines of the cylinders is then
. If the radii of the two cylinders are and , then the penetration depth of the cylinders is . We then translate both nodes and by (half the penetration), and we translate both nodes and by . A collision impulse could also be added to the links to simulate elastic collision. However, since biological tissue has a relatively low coefficient of restitution (i.e., people do not bounce well), this has not yet been implemented.
Collision testing is pruned with a broad-phase test that compares bounding volumes for whole objects (currently -axis-aligned bounding cylinders), and only performs tests of the bounding volumes of object parts when an overlap is found. When collision volumes of object parts intersect, their contact points, contact normals, and penetration depths are computed and their corresponding nodes are translated apart, weighted by their respective masses. Fig. 5 shows an example of a collision between a character and a noncylindrical object (a 16-ton weight). The object's collision volume is modeled as an oriented bounding box.
D. Tactile Sensing and Nociception
Collision detection logs the collisions between object parts, as well as the kinetic energy of the impact. The system uses contact information to simulate tactile sensing. It uses kinetic energy to simulate nociception (pain perception); if the kinetic energy of an individual impact is over a threshold, the system marks the affected body parts as being in pain. Thresholds can be adjusted for specific body parts and over time, so that expected collisions, such as those involved in grasping and punching, can have higher pain thresholds.
Characters then integrate per-part sensing into an overall pain level used for affective control.
VII. LOW-LEVEL CHARACTER CONTROL
All character behavior is ultimately implemented by moving nodes around. One of the advantages of the style of kinematic and dynamic modeling in Twig is that this control can be done by applying direct linear forces to select body parts, without having to explicitly control joint angles, perform inverse kinematics, or balance the character.
A. Node Control
Nodes are controlled principally by setting their velocity or acceleration. However, their positions can also be set directly, or they can be directed to perform a linear motion to a setpoint. In the latter case, the node automatically moves along a straight line to arrive at the target in a specified amount of time without further need for control. This mode is used for ballistic limb motions. Nodes can also be locked in position or told to lock themselves when they come into contact with the ground plane.
B. Posture Control
Posture is controlled by applying forces directly to the nodes of the torso and pelvis, rather than by balancing the body using simulated muscular forces and an inverted pendulum controller. This is similar to the "weak root spring" approach of Wrotek et al. [19] , although the control is applied through forces applied to nodes rather than torques applied to bones. Directly applying forces to the body makes control simple and stable at the cost of sometimes violating physical realism (for example, the current version of the system applies postural forces even when the legs are not touching the ground). Again, this is adequate for the tasks we are considering, but a more complicated scheme would be necessary for applications requiring accurate modeling of balance, tripping, falling, etc.
Posture control consists of a set of simple control loops.
• Standing is implemented by two control loops -A force is applied along the -(up)-axis to the center of the pelvis to hold it at standing height. -Forces are applied along the -and -axes to horizontally align the center node of the pelvis with the midpoint of the feet.
• Sitting up is implemented by applying forces to the center node of the shoulders to place the character's center of mass directly over the midpoint of the two feet. The shoulders are also tilted slightly in the direction of motion when the character is running. • Body orientation is controlled by twisting the pelvis and shoulders. Since the dynamics engine does not explicitly support torques, the torque is produced by applying opposite forces to opposite sides of the character.
-The pelvis rotates to align with the direction of walking.
-The shoulders rotate to align with the gaze direction, subject to the constraint that they not rotate more than 90 relative to the pelvis. Note that these control loops are simple P-controllers rather than PD-controllers, meaning they have no damping term. They rely on the damping of the nodes themselves to prevent oscillation.
C. Limb Control
The head controller points the "front" of the face toward the current gaze target, or the direction of motion, if there is no gaze target. In the current version of the system, this is an instantaneous motion. This will undoubtedly need to be changed to a smooth motion in the future, but since the current characters have no faces, this kind of exaggerated motion is actually useful for cuing the viewer that the character's gaze is shifting.
The arm controller currently supports five actions: swing (used when walking), reach, grapple, hug, and grab. Swinging is implemented by applying impulses to an arm when the opposite foot begins a step. At the level of the limb controller, reaching, grappling, and hugging are all implemented by moving the hands directly in front of the shoulders at near-maximum extension. The rest of the reach, hug, and grapple actions are then controlled by higher level controllers. Again, grasping is implemented by creating an invisible, zero-length link between the character's hand and one of the nodes of the object to be grasped. -Hugging. Hugging is implemented by reaching and approaching the target, and then joining the hands when the target object makes contact with the character's torso. -Grappling. Grappling is a kluge that is implemented by waiting until the character closes to within less than an arm length of the target and then engaging reaching, causing the arms to bash into the other character. This looks like shoving, punching, or wrestling to the viewer. It also tends to cause pain in the other character, triggering its pain withdrawal reflex, thus making it step back. While insufficient for a fighting game, it is sufficiently realistic for depictions of children fighting. Legs are controlled by the gait controller (see Section VII-D). The system also supports simulated respiration by moving the shoulders up and down in a sinusoid, similar to [57] . Respiration increases with increased walking speed. In the current system, respiration is largely invisible to the viewer because the shoulders are modeled as a single cylinder, however they could be split to make it more apparent.
D. Gait Control
The gait generator drives the character to walk with a direction and speed chosen by one of the higher level behaviors. Gait generation is largely kinematic and is closest to the work of Perlin [58] . The gait generator sets the ground-plane velocity of the pelvis to the walk vector, and then monitors the extension of the legs. When a leg is sufficiently far behind the pelvis, the gait generator performs a ballistic linear motion of the foot node to a point in front of the pelvis, but in the direction of the walk vector. The constraint handling system moves the knee appropriately and insures that it does not bend backward or sideways.
E. Gesture
Twig also provides support for playing back fixed gestures. Gestures are defined by specifying hand positions in a series of key frames stored in an XML file. In order to allow gestures to be easily ported from one body to another, hand positions are represented in a torso-centered coordinate system that can be normalized to the size of the character's arm, torso, or head. For example, to represent holding the arm fully extended from the body, one would use a coordinate system normalized to arm length, while to represent holding an arm aligned with the middle of the body, one would use coordinates normalized to torso size.
This representation only works for gestures that are defined relative to one's own body, not to gestures defined relative to a target object. It will be necessary in future to allow key frames to be specified in the coordinate system of a target object. For example, to represent patting another character on the back, one would want to represent the motion in a coordinate system centered on the other character's torso.
VIII. OBJECT MANIPULATION
Twig currently supports two modes of holding an object. Hold holds the object loosely at the character's side. This style of holding is implemented by creating a link between the character's hand and a specified node of the object. HoldForUse, on the other hand, places the object in an object-specific pose appropriate for tool use. Continuing the "puppetry" control model, HoldForUse is implemented by having the object compute its own desired pose and hover there, dragging the character's arm along with it. This simplifies design and makes control more stable. It also allows operations on new object types to be introduced without having to modify the code base for the characters.
A. Task-Specific Coordinate Systems
Manipulable objects define task-specific coordinate systems called charts. A chart defines an object-centered coordinate system intended for use in a given type of manipulation. Charts are generally tied to the surface of the object, so that within the chart's coordinate system a point whose coordinate is 0 will lie on the object's surface, and whose coordinate is greater than zero will lie above the surface. Charts also specify the surface normal at a given point. Each object provides an atlas, which is a dictionary of named charts.
For example, when the character on the left in Fig. 7 uses a pen to write on the clipboard, the pen retrieves the chart named "front" from the clipboard's atlas and positions its endpoint at a specified location on the clipboard's surface. When the pen is Fig. 7 . Two characters hold papers, while one checks off items using a pen. not writing, it lifts itself above the clipboard by moving a specified distance along the local -axis in the front chart. Again, as the pen moves, it drags the character's hand with it.
The technique of allowing the manipulandum to drag the character's arm works well in general and is simpler than trying to design a stable controller for the arm that will deliver forces and torques to control an arbitrary object under the effects of gravity. However, a problem occurs if the character's facing direction is left unconstrained. The problem occurs because on each frame the object computes its target pose in terms of the character's current pose and facing direction. However, in dragging the character's arm, the object may rotate the character's shoulders slightly, resulting in a new facing direction, and hence a new target pose for the object in the next frame. This can cause the character to slowly spin in place if the character's orientation system is not given a specific object or direction to lock onto.
IX. HIGH-LEVEL CONTROL
Twig characters can run autonomously or can be controlled through a separate sequencer (remote procedure-call interface or a script interpreter) Twig's high-level behavior system is its least developed component. The current system consists of two main components. First, an attention system scans and appraises the objects in view to determine a focus object. Objects are reappraised on each clock tick, but focus switching is inhibited for a refractory period (1 s) after each switch to prevent thrashing. The attention system runs autonomously, and usually has control of the gaze system. In addition to the attention system, a set of hierarchically structured high-level behaviors compete to send commands to the motor system. Each behavior computes an activation level (a rough measure of how useful it would be to fire the behavior at the moment) as well as a set of commands to send to the level below. Siblings in the hierarchy compete with one another; the behavior with the highest activation level is chosen to send its commands to the lower levels. Again, switching is inhibited for a short refractory period (0.2-0.75 s) to prevent thrashing. This forms a hierarchical behavior selection system similar to Blumberg's work on ethologically inspired control [48] . Fig. 8 shows the high-level behavior network for the safe home base simulation described below. The motor system is controlled by three main behaviors. Freeze is the default behavior, which does nothing. Pain-withdrawal triggers automatically when the character experiences pain and moves the character away from the object causing the pain. Approach is the main motor behavior. It steers the character toward a designated object, while avoiding obstacles (see Section IX-A).
While sufficient for the simulation for which it was originally designed, the current high-level control system is quite limited. In particular, the lower level motor system supports a number of behaviors, such as sitting and object manipulation, that are not used by the higher level system. At present, these can only be used by the scripting and RPC interfaces.
A. Object Approach
The approach behavior takes as input a target object, a distance to stop from the object, and a direction from which to approach it. Approach also takes as input settings for the hug, reach, and grapple controls, which it forwards to the arm control behaviors. It generates a walk vector (a velocity vector for the gait controller), based on a motor schema [47] , which is the sum of an attraction component , in the direction of the target object, and a repulsion component , pushing away from any intervening obstacles where (6) where denotes the position of object , and are constants tuned to taste, and is a unit vector pointing upward. The cross product term produces a curl component to the field that pushes the character around obstacles, making it less likely that they will encounter local minima in the field. To avoid asking the walk system to move too fast, the component is also saturated to prevent its magnitude from going over a threshold. To reduce computation time, objects over a threshold distance are ignored when computing .
The approach behavior works well for relatively uncluttered environments. For cluttered or maze-like environments, a path-planning system would be necessary. Adding such a system should be straightforward, but has not yet been done.
X. RENDERING
Objects in Twig are either built out of spheres and cylinders, or are modeled using an external 3-D modeling tool. The renderer draws each mesh of the object, computing its transformation matrix from the positions of the object's nodes. Characters are currently drawn as collections of cylinders, which fits with the overall cartoon aesthetic of the system. However, skeletal meshes could easily be drawn by computing the transforms of individual bones from node positions.
Rendering is currently the bottleneck of the system in spite of the relatively low polygon count of the meshes. This is because each cylinder is drawn as a separate batch using the default XNA shader. The system could be sped up considerably by using a shader that supported instanced meshes or rigged meshes that could be drawn as a single batch.
XI. INTERFACE
Twig provides a set of C# application programmer interfaces (APIs) that extend the XNA framework classes. To use Twig, users create a project inside of XNA Game Studio (a modified version of Microsoft Visual Studio that is free but not open-source), link against the Twig libraries, and create whatever objects and subclasses are appropriate for their application.
A. Scripting Interface
Since not all users will want to operate at the level of C# code, Twig also provides simple script-based and RPC-based interfaces. These interfaces allow method calls to be performed on characters and other objects using commands of the form: name:method args, where name is the name of an object in the Twig world and method and args define an arbitrary C# method to call on the object. The script interpreter uses the .NET reflection interface to invoke the method. Any method can be invoked, provided its arguments are of types the interpreter can read from a text stream (presently numbers, colors, vectors, strings, and references to objects in the Twig world).
An example script is given in the Appendix.
B. RPC Interface
Since many researchers work in languages such as Java or Lisp that use runtimes incompatible with .NET, the script interpreter can be run over a TCP socket, providing a rudimentary remote procedure-call interface. Users can also TELNET to the socket and drive the characters manually by typing script commands on the keyboard, although this is useful mainly for testing purposes.
C. Adding New Behavior
New high-level behaviors can be added relatively easily. New locomotion behaviors (behaviors that drive the walking system) can be added by defining a new behavior class together with a method for computing its activation level and desired walk vector (the velocity it wants the walking system to adopt), then adding it to the list of the character's locomotion behaviors. New approach behaviors (behaviors that drive the approach system, which is itself one of the walk behaviors) are added analogously, however, their output is an object, distance, direction specifying what object to approach.
New character actions that involve objects, such as hammering, or swinging a bat, are implemented by adding new classes for the new objects and attaching the appropriate control logic to move the object (e.g., swing the hammer, throw the dart). Again, the object drags the character's arm, so new code is not required for the character itself.
Changing the low-level behaviors, such as the walking system, can be changed by overloading the methods for the associated body parts.
D. Asset Management
Media assets are managed through the XNA Content Pipeline, a set of extensions to the Microsoft Visual Studio IDE that allow media assets to be imported in a variety of file formats, compiled into the internal formats used by XNA, and quickly loaded at runtime.
1) Props:
Simple props can be imported into the world by modeling them in a 3-D modeling program, importing the resulting mesh into XNA, and instantiating the appropriate Twig class.
Twig currently supports a relatively small set of props, such as trees, tables, paper, and pen. It also includes a default prop class for generic, passive props whose collision volumes can be adequately approximated by a single oriented bounding box.
Objects with special behavior, such as bombs, hinged or otherwise articulated objects, lamps with switches, or objects that require special rendering, require the user to write new classes using the C# API. We hope that a library of reusable prop types can be accumulated over time so that in future users will be able to tell at least simple stories without having to extend the Twig engine.
2) Gestures: Users can author gestures by specifying their key frames and coordinate system normalizations in an XML file. The gestures can then be played back on demand by specifying the name of the gesture and the hand(s) to play it through.
XII. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
To date, Twig has been used for two main applications. It was originally developed as a back-end for a behavior simulation system, but then developed a life of its own. 3 Fig . 2 shows a scene from the original system. While its original goals are outside the scope of this paper, it provides a good illustration of the operation of the system in which characters run fully autonomously, without any higher level system attempting to coordinate them. In the system, two children play with a ball in a park setting while being watched over by a parent. The older (larger child) plays with the ball, while the younger (smaller) child alternates between chasing the ball and returning to the parent to be soothed.
The demonstration involves three approach behaviors (see Fig. 8 ): playing with the ball, fighting, and running to hug the parent (attachment). As each character's attention system scans and reappraises the various objects in the environment, their behaviors react to the changing focus of attention, adjusting their activation levels depending on the type of object and its appraisal.
In parallel, the gaze control system shifts the character's gaze between the current focus of attention, the target of the approach system (if different), and other objects that have high monitoring priority (the parent and any potential threats).
The result is that the children run after the ball because it is highly valenced. As the small child gets farther from the parent, however, it becomes anxious and the monitoring priority of the parent increases, causing the child to periodically stop and look back to the parent. Eventually, the child's anxiety becomes sufficient for it to abandon the ball and return to hug the parent, which reduces the child's anxiety. Eventually, the child's attention returns to the ball, the child returns to play, and the cycle repeats.
The other main application to date has been a "web comic" used to test the script interpreter and new features of the behavior engine. In this application, behavior is completely scripted and Twig is treated more as a puppetry system than as an AI system. However, it has proved a useful testing tool. The example script in the Appendix is taken from the first episode of the web comic.
XIII. PERFORMANCE
The physics system runs at a fixed update rate of 60 Hz, since Verlet integration is unstable with variable step times. XNA allows the renderer to skip frames if it cannot sustain 60 f/s, but this is not an issue in practice unless there is a large number of characters on screen at once.
A. Execution Time
A debug build of the scene in Fig. 2 takes approximately 5 ms per frame on a single core of a 1.6-MHz notebook machine. Physics and behavior generally take 1-1.5 ms when the characters are interacting and less than 0.5 ms when the characters are widely spaced, making collision detection trivial. Actual rendering is slower, generally around 3.8 ms, although it could be optimized considerably.
B. Stability
Twig controllers are very stable. We will argue below that this is because we have removed everything from the system that would be likely to introduce instability. In practice, oscillation only occurs when the programmer inadvertently adds two incompatible constraints, or when one attempts to use force control to hold one surface in contact with another. In the latter case, collision resolution behaves like a stiff spring, leading to instability. This can generally be solved by switching to the use of position control, i.e., computing the desired position for an object and forcibly moving it there. This is how a pen is positioned on a writing surface, for example.
C. Failure Modes
The simplified physics and control in Twig do cause occasional problems. For example, the walking system applies an external force directly to a character's torso rather than simulating muscular forces within the legs and torso. This can theoretically allow characters to violate conservation by pushing the merry-go-round while standing on it.
The system's kinematic simplifications are sometimes noticeable. Since characters are modeled with nodes and links, kinematic constraints must be added to simulate joint limits. This is straightforward to do for the knees, but harder to do for the elbows because of the wider range of motion at the shoulder than the hip. In the current system, the elbows sometimes seem to wiggle unrealistically because they fail to capture the true dynamics of a human arm, even though each individual arm position is kinematically possible for a human.
A final class of issues stems from conflicts within the behavior system itself. For example, if the child runs too fast when trying to hug the parent, it can impact the parent with enough force to cause pain. That triggers a pain withdrawal reflex during the docking phase of hugging. Although this behavior is realistic in the sense that real human children do it from time to time, it is problematic if it turns a sentimental scene into slapstick.
XIV. CONCLUSION
Twig provides a simple, extensible, AI-friendly, procedural animation system for use in interactive narrative applications. Although still under development, it provides a range of capabilities, including goal-directed character locomotion, object manipulation, and physical interactions between characters, such as hugging and dragging.
A number of procedural animation systems have been developed previously that provide a range of useful character behaviors [13] , [14] , [16] , [39] , [43] , [58] . Most of these systems have aimed to maximize physical realism in highly dynamic tasks such as tumbling. Twig aims to provide only cartoon-level believability, but to make it relatively easy to add new objects and behaviors to the system, and to allow them to interact freely. It does this by providing the user with a simplified dynamic simulation of the character that is easy to control because:
• modeling characters in terms of particles and rods rather than a bone hierarchy lets the character be controlled using linear forces in Cartesian coordinates; • applying external forces makes it easy to control different parts of the character independently; • constraint satisfaction acts as an inverse-kinematics system, moving uncontrolled nodes appropriately given the motions of the controlled nodes.
• Passive damping of the body smooths and stabilizes motion. The result is a system that allows the programmer to think kinematically while controlling a dynamic simulation. The generated motion, while not physically accurate, looks believable. It allows physical interactions between characters to be implemented much more easily than would be possible with a kinematic solution such as [37] , without the problems of gain tuning in accurate simulations such as [12] or the need to have motion capture data to train from [15] .
This puppetry style of control also allows a single set of gains to be used to control one part of a character regardless of what the other parts of the character are doing. For example, the posture control and walking systems remain stable under different load conditions, such as the characters carrying objects, gesturing, or holding hands, or dragging another character, without retuning.
Twig shows how careful codesign of control and simulation can simplify motion synthesis to the point that very simple techniques are sufficient. While not appropriate for all applications, it is well suited for interactive narrative in which cartoon believability is sufficient, but where extensibility, support for character interaction, and interfaces for higher level AI components are particularly important.
APPENDIX ANNOTATED EXAMPLE SCRIPT
The following is based on the script from Episode 0 of the Twig webcomic. Some parts have been elided to conserve space, and some parts that were done in C# in the original are reproduced here as equivalent script commands. 4 The first few commands create the objects in the world. Markers are invisible objects used to designate locations to look or walk. The parenthesized expressions denote vectors.
new Child "Michael" 1 new Child "Bryan" 1.2 new Paper "checklist" "Clipboard" new Pen "pencil" new Paper "script" "scriptprop" new BoxModel "box" "SixteenTonWeight" new Marker "searchMarker"
The next few commands pose the characters and run the titles.
Bryan: lookat Michael Michael: hold pencil Michael: holdforuse checklist pencil: writeon checklist titles: "Episode 0: Alpha test" pause 4 titles: fadefromblack 1 Action begins; the say command produces a dialog balloon and directs character to gaze to the specified object. The holdforuse raises Bryan's script up to reading level, and the scribble command tells the pen to briefly move as if writing.
Michael: say "Script " Bryan Bryan: holdforuse script Bryan: say "Check!" Michael pen: scribble Michael prompts Bryan to test physics. Bryan then looks at the script, drops it, waits for it to fall, and answers affirmatively.
Michael: say "Physics " Bryan Bryan: lookat script
